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The E S S E N C E
of GABRIEL ASH
Timeless S I M P L I C I T Y
PRIDE of CRAF TSMANSHIP

H O N E S T Y
OF D E S I G N

In todays world we are reliant on machine. Design is driven by cost, with mass
production a necessary part of modern life. Skills that took a lifetime to master,
which were then passed on to the next generation, are becoming a thing of the past.
At Gabriel Ash we remain one of the few companies that still puts its faith in those
rare time honoured skills.
Consider the qualities invested in the finest handmade wooden furniture in
your home, we wouldn’t expect you to accept anything less, simply because it’s
going in your garden. Where, if anything, it needs additional qualities.
So, although a Gabriel Ash greenhouse isn’t radical or revolutionary in appearance,
closer inspection reveals a very different story.
A seamless blend of wood and glass; discreetly incorporating aluminium
and full-ridge ventilation; only using the finest quality of Western Red Cedar.
Gabriel Ash has created a timeless range of exquisite greenhouses that remains true
to our roots in terms of quality and design.
No one understands the importance of preserving British heritage more than
Gabriel Ash, and no institution applauds this more than the Royal Horticultural
Society. Which is why they were the first to endorse our products, and why you’ll
find an exclusive collection of RHS greenhouses in the Gabriel Ash range.
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The Planthouse
Approximately 8 x 10 foot
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The raw material from which every Gabriel Ash greenhouse is
constructed is, like gardening itself, life affirming. Western Red
Cedar (thuja plicata) contains natural oils that resist moisture decay
and infestation.
Being very straight-grained, it neither warps or twists, absorbing
and rapidly releasing moisture with minimal shrinkage or expansion.
Using age-old techniques and the values of traditional
craftsmanship, this superior wood can be honed to a superb finish: a
pleasure to both the eyes and the touch. In our long experience,
nothing is more appropriate for fine English gardens than the
warmth, beauty and character of wood. For us, this means only the
finest selected Western Red Cedar.
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As affluent consumers living in a fast-moving world, we aspire
to even more sophisticated products to meet our high standards.
What makes a Gabriel Ash so different, is the unique design and
development that fulfils the highest expectations of quality,
dependability and performance. Look first then at what you won’t
find in a greenhouse bearing our name.
Whilst remembering that greenhouses aren’t waterproof
structures, we have eliminated areas that can be vulnerable to
moisture, rejected the traditional method of overlapping panes of
glass in favour of toughened safety glass and consigned conventional
opening roof lights, roof ridges and door runners to gardening history.
Furthermore, all of our greenhouses feature aluminium capping,
gutters, down spouts and plinths for all-weather protection and
unrivalled endurance. The result is a product that integrates our
extensive experience with today’s technology to create superior cedar
greenhouses for the 21st century.
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VENTILATION
As every hardened greenhouse gardener knows, ventilation is the
key to growing and maintaining healthy plants in the greenhouse,
especially through the summer months. This is where many
greenhouses let their owners down with inadequate ventilation that
stifles growth and allows disease to breed.
Superb ventilation is what sets a Gabriel Ash greenhouse apart
from the rest. All our greenhouses have the unique Gabriel Ash
automated roof ventilation. Situated at the highest point of the
greenhouse to let the hot air rise and escape naturally, the vents run
the entire length of the ridge.
Gabriel Ash greenhouses don’t rely on circulation of stale air to
cool the greenhouse down. Hot air rises naturally and escapes at the
ridge drawing cooler air into the greenhouse from the vents below.
Even more satisfying, this is all done automatically without you
having to lift a finger!
Not only is a Gabriel Ash structure a perfect place for plants,
due to our ventilation system it’s a perfect place for people too!
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THE CLASSIC
Whatever the size your garden there is a Gabriel Ash Classic
greenhouse that will ideally suit your needs.
Available in a variety of widths from 6ft through to 16ft and
virtually limitless in length, in multiples of 2ft, The Classic range has
long been our customer’s favourite model of greenhouse, for both
amateurs and professional alike.

The Classic Eight.
Measuring approximately 8ft x 10ft.
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Made using only the finest Western Red Cedar and supplemented
with aluminium in all the key areas, our Classic structures are designed
to be just that - classic. They have the flexibility to incorporate dwarf
walls where requested, various different door options, and the usual
extensive range of accessories. All these options means there is a Gabriel
Ash Classic greeenhouse for everyone.
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THE ROSEMOOR
One hundred years on from the ‘Belle Epoque’ that inspired so
many garden buildings we still use the time honoured methods of
construction that are part of our heritage in the production of the
elegant and functional RHS Edwardian Collection.
All our greenhouses are crafted from natural Western Red Cedar
by time served joiners on the bench in our Cheshire workshop. The
RHS collection captures the rugged period construction and will not
only enhance your garden but will be an architectural focal point.
The Rosemoor is the smallest in the range but the generous eaves
height combined with a 45 degree pitch on the roof make it
deceptively spacious and elegant.

The Rosemoor.
Measuring approximately 6ft x 8ft.
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THE HYDE HALL
The Hyde Hall comes with all the features typical of the
RHS Collection. Featuring our unique automated roof ventilation
system, and internal aluminium bracing for extra rigidity. In typical
Gabriel Ash fashion, the Red Cedar is machined to a furniture like
finished, and topped off with beautiful hand turned finials.
For the ultimate gardening enthusiast, integral cold frames can
be added to the Hyde Hall, as indeed they can be to any model in the
RHS Collection. The addition of a side of cold frames will create an
even more versatile and flexible growing environment.

The Hyde Hall.
Measuring approximately 8ft x 10ft.
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THE WISLEY
Naturally we have added our unique automated roof ventilation
and all this is topped off with hand turned cedar finials. This range can
be located on low walls, as were traditional Edwardian Glasshouses, or
free standing with warm cedar cladding.
To ensure that strength is added to elegance we have combined
the beauty of timber with our engineering expertise and designed a
belt and braces strengthening to the structure with discreet aluminium
portal frames, strong enough in fact to last another 100 years.

The Wisley.
Measuring approximately 9ft x 12ft.
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THE HARLOW CARR
The entire RHS range of structures has been designed with classic
proportions in mind. The largest of which, the Harlow Carr, is perfect
for growing palms, fruit trees or even more tropical plants.
Partitions can be added should you wish to have areas of differing
temperatures and so increase your growing possibilities.
Or just add a chair to relax and take in the atmosphere of your
new greenhouse.

The Harlow Carr.
Measuring approximately 12ft x 15ft.
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THE PORTICO
Perhaps the most sought after model in our RHS range, the
Portico, is without question a most visually pleasing structure.
Starting at a rather modest 9ft x 12ft with a central porch, the
Portico and Grand Portico range of structures can increase to over
15ft in width and extended to whatever length your garden and
pocket will allow.
When extra growing space is required, coldframes can be added
to either side of the porch, and as with all our structures the Portico’s
can be designed to sit on low walls to replace the low cedar panels.

The Portico.
Measuring approximately 9ft x 14ft plus porch.
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THE RHS
VINEHOUSE
Whether your garden is large or small, if you have a south facing
wall it can be utilised with an RHS Vinehouse or Grand Vinehouse.
The Vinehouse got its name from the wide array of grape vines
that were grown in them during the Victorian era. The higher eaves
height at the rear made the greenhouses perfect for vines as they could
become established before having to mould to the shape of the roof.
At 6ft and 9ft in width and virtually limitless in length these
structures are an ideal addition to any walled garden.
As with all our RHS greenhouses, the Vinehouse comes with
cedar panels to the bottom of the curtain wall as standard but could
quite easily have a dwarf wall to replace the panelling.
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THE VINEHOUSE
With the good fortune to have a substantial south facing wall
come’s the opportunity to create a cedar version of a traditional
Victorian Vinehouse. Unlike a mono-pitched lean-to, the dual
pitched roof of a Vinehouse doesn’t require the wall to be as high,
and with the warmth retaining qualities of the wall and classical
looks it is equally ideal for oranges, peaches, peppers or tomatoes.
With Vinehouses of all sizes from 4ft x 6ft - 12ft x 50ft there
is a structure to fit virtually any space, and with the option of a
cedar back instead of the wall, a Gabriel Ash Vinehouse can go
virtually anywhere.
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THE LEAN-TO
Lean-to’s can also provide a space-saving solution for smaller
gardens areas. By utilising existing garden walls or buildings less
precious garden space is taken up.
You may choose a glass-to-ground model to maximise the light,
have the base panelled with cedar to soften and insulate or add a low
wall to give an air of permanence and synergy with your home.
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Large walls often suggest a Lean-to greenhouse as the most
practical option. Attached to the wall, these can be extended in
length to maximize all the available wall space. As with most
greenhouses in our range our Lean-to’s can be designed to sit on a
traditional brick base using recycled or variegated bricks to match
the surrounding buildings, or have cedar base-panels to optimise the
retention of the sun’s rays.
Premium grade red cedar is used throughout even down to the
staging and with carpentry that invites comparison with the finest
furniture in your home we know that for you the garden is no place
to compromise.
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THE COMBINED
GREENHOUSE AND
GARDEN SHED
Made to the same high standards as the rest of the greenhouse
range, the RHS Combi’s take our most popular RHS greenhouses
and adds a cedar shed to the rear for greater flexibility.
With the Rosemoor, Hyde Hall or Wisley at the front and a
shed proportionate to the greenhouse at the rear, what was once a
utility building is now a thing of beauty. The shed section is split
from the greenhouse by a cedar gable with a door sized opening
(although the door is omitted to allow heat to filter from the
greenhouse to the shed) and the shed can even have a door at the
rear in addition to the greenhouse door at the front (at a small
additional cost).

The Combined Greenhouse and Garden Shed.
Shown here combined with The Rosemoor from our RHS Collection.
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THE GROW & STORE
Where space is at a premium, why not combine growing and
storage with The Grow & Store. With half a greenhouse and half a
shed, this structure is perfect for those not able to accommodate both.
Access from the greenhouse to the shed is through the space
saving sliding door in the vertical wall dividing the two sections.
Whilst the standard grow and store is approximately 9ft x 8ft, as
with all the models in the Gabriel Ash range of greenhouses, the
structure can be extended.

The Grow & Store.
Measuring approximately 9ft x 8ft.
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BESPOKE
STRUCTURES
At Gabriel Ash we pride ourselves on our flexibility and,
within reason, we can accommodate most clients wishes for their
new greenhouse.
Although we have a large range of standard structures,
sometimes the space dictates that only a custom made structure
will do. Taking either the Classic range or the RHS range as a
starting point, we can tailor the greenhouse to fit exactly in the
space required. Whether this be by extending the length of one of
the standard structures, or by designing the structure around your
existing base, you need only ask.
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To make it easier all our bespoke structures are installed by
Gabriel Ash and in most cases our Technical Office staff visit the
site first to take all measurements required.
Despite being bespoke the greenhouses come fitted with all
the usual Gabriel Ash features such as automatic full length roof
ventilation, side windows, and a choice of doors and door positions.
To get more information and costs for your bespoke structure
simply send us a sketch or an e-mail with some indication of
measurements to enquiries@gabrielash.com
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THE TEACHING GREENHOUSE
AT RHS HARLOW CARR
Back in 2009 Gabriel Ash were approached by Lizzie Balmforth

With this in mind Gabriel Ash constructed a special greenhouse

(the Curator at RHS Harlow Carr in Harrogate) with a view to

to suit. Based on the Classic 12 and over 60ft in length the

installing a greenhouse at their recently funded £3.3m Learning

greenhouse is split into the main teaching area and a separate storage

Centre at the RHS garden.

shed at the rear for all the equipment.

The Teaching Greenhouse needed to be big enough to
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As always with Gabriel Ash, the structure has full length

accommodate up to 30 children at a time from nearby schools all

automatic vents and a number of side vents making it the perfect

ready to learn about gardening. The structure also needed to be able to

environment for the next generation of gardeners to hone their

house all the equipment used in the lessons in a safe and secure area.

horticultural skills.
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BECAUSE
THERE ARE
NO LIMITS to YOUR

IMAGINATION
how you use your

GABRIEL ASH
GLASS HOUSE i s
V I R T U A L LY

LIMITLESS
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Whilst the really serious gardener will dedicate all the greenhouse

THE GLASSHOUSE

space to propagation and cultivation, there are those who also cherish

Like the privet hedge, the Glasshouse will always have its place in

relaxation. So, although clearly designed for the well-being of plant life,

an English garden. Your bespoke Glasshouse could have a roof made of

the unique qualities and pleasurable ambience of a Gabriel Ash bespoke

naturally-insulating Red Cedar shingle or glass, perhaps a ceramic floor,

greenhouse can easily allow for some seating areas too.

be furnished with practical elegance, display impressive sculptures or

Whether you want a place to contemplate or propagate, a Glasshouse

even become a poolhouse.

adds a new dimension to your garden, to the exact dimensions you require.

Grand Glasshouse
Measuring approximately 12ft x 16ft.
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COLDFRAMES
Amateur or professional, a Gabriel Ash Coldframe is a vital addition
to your garden. Manufactured using the same high precision mortice and

RED CEDAR

tenon joints as our greenhouses, each Coldframe is constructed with
toughened safety glass, discreet aluminium sills and cappings.

R E TA I N S

H E AT

YET

The standard Gabriel Ash coldframes come with powder coated sills
to protect against damp, and have integral stays allowing the coldframes

is a good insulator

to be propped open at 2 different heights. Alternatively for those with a
little more space, or as a substitute to an additional greenhouse our

C O M PA R E D t o A L U M I N I U M
OR

PLASTIC our

FRAMES

COLD

TEND

WA R M E R

Upright and Grand Upright Coldframe are ideal for overwintering small,
delicate plants, and can come with integrated backs as standard.

to be

in W I N T E R

The Baby Grand Coldframe.
Approximate dimensions: width 3ft 9in, depth 3ft & height 1ft 9in.

The Grand Upright.
Approximate dimensions: width 4ft 2in, depth 2ft 5in & height 6ft.
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PLANTERS &
WAT E R B U T T
New to the Gabriel Ash range but already a popular addition,
our Western Red Cedar planters come in 2 sizes, and are perfectly
at home either as an accompaniment to a Gabriel Ash greenhouse,
or placed either side of a stylish front door filled with an olive tree.
The Gabriel Ash waterbutt is essential for those amongst us
that realize rainfall as an essential ingredient to maintaining
healthy plants (should our summers be long and hot!).

The Upright Coldframe.
Approximate dimensions: width 4ft 2in, depth 2ft 5in & height 4ft 7in.

The Grand Coldframe.
Approximate dimensions: width 5ft 7in, depth 3ft & height 1ft 9in.
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Cedar Planters
Approximate dimensions:2ft x 2ft, or 1ft 6in x 1ft 6in, height 2ft

Cedar Waterbutt
Approximate dimensions: 1ft 9in x 1ft 9in, height 4ft 2in
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OLD

FASHIONED

CUSTOMER

In essence, Gabriel Ash offer you more than just a greenhouse, we offer
unique, bespoke design solutions. We don’t hold any products in stock, each
structure is made to order, with particular requirements noted on the production
order that bears that customer’s name. From your first enquiry to final delivery,

S E R V I C E

f r o m

our customer service is above and beyond normal expectations.
Our smaller cedar greenhouses are offered in a standard range of sizes, whose

GABRIEL ASH
ABOVE & BEYOND
y o u r E X P E C TAT I O N S

modular design, coupled with a wide range of options, make it easy to order a
greenhouse to your own individual requirements. However, we’re entirely flexible,
so should you require a door at each end, a hinged door where a sliding door is
indicated, extra opening lights or another two-foot section adding on, most things
are possible. All you have to do is ask.
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H O W to O R D E R
FOR

ENQUIRIES

OR

a d v i c e p l e a s e CALL
0 1 8 2 9
or

2 7 1 8 9 0

E M A I L enquiries@gabrielash.com

From our standard “6”, “8”, “10” & “12” greenhouses to our largest Glasshouse, every
product is made to order. Just call our advice line number above, and we’ll be happy
to discuss your requirements and confirm the details, the price and the delivery date.
We welcome being involved, so should you require a bespoke structure you can send
or email us your plans on a free consultation basis. Whatever your requirements, what
we always deliver is the finest value for money. If you seriously invest time in your
garden, no other greenhouse will ensure you enjoy so many years of pleasure.

you
visit

ORDER o n l i n e
w w w. g a b r i e l a s h . c o m
can also

Greenhouse Designer
Create your own custom greenhouse in 7 simple steps
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